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Abstract The world’s urban population is rapidly growing, now exceeding its rural 

population, and is expected to reach 70% of the world’s total by 2050. Research in 

environmental psychology increasingly supports the Biophilia Hypothesis which holds that 

our connection with Nature is innate.  Thus, how do we maintain a human connection to 

Nature in an increasingly urbanising world?  The research explores the boundary between 

built and natural environments, specifically how proximity, initially through visual 

connections, to Nature affects how people use social spaces. Case study work is being 

undertaken at Arcosanti urban laboratory in the Arizona desert. Through development of a 

Space/Nature Syntax methodology applied within a uniquely compact urban form, this 

research attempts to understand how maintaining an instinctive bond with Nature can 

enhance social interactions and inform future design choices within built environments.  

Initial results support relationships of varying strengths between spatial connectivity, 

visibility of Nature, and types of social interactions.  This paper explores the potential of the 

cross-disciplinary Space/Nature Syntax methodology as a design and analysis tool, projecting 

where social interactions within a built space could be influenced by visibility of Nature; 

where informed design can allow for the essential human/Nature connection to thrive. 

 

Introduction In 1984, E.O. Wilson proposed the Biophilia Hypothesis, a theory which 

presented a relationship with the natural environment as an innate need within humanity.  His 

theory proposed that humanity’s connection with Nature was essential, had evolved 

throughout our development to be beneficial, mentally and physically, and that the relatively 

recent but increasingly prominent shift from rural living to urban living was detrimental to 

humanity’s collective well-being.  (Grinde and Patil, 2009)  

 

Indeed, Wilson was not the first person to recognise the endurance and strength of 

humanity’s appreciation of Nature.  Romanticism saw writers such as Henry David Thoreau, 

Lord Byron, and Ralph Waldo Emerson recognise the importance of Nature as cities grew 

due to the Industrial Revolution, long before Wilson’s 1984 Hypothesis.  In 1854’s 

“Walden”, Thoreau wrote: “There are moments when all anxiety and stated toil are becalmed 

in the infinite leisure and repose of nature”, while Leo Tolstoy is often quoted as saying 

“One of the first conditions of happiness is that the link between Man and Nature shall not be 

broken.”  Recently, this connection between humans and Nature has become a significant 

field of scientific study as researchers seek to further explore and explain this undeniable 



 

 

bond.  A number of studies in environmental psychology have shown spending time in 

Nature can have physiological and psychological benefits including relieving stress, and 

alleviating diagnosed psychological disorders. (Berman et al., 2008, Berman et al., 2012, 

Ward Thompson, 2011, Wilson, 1984, Keniger et al., 2013, Logan and Selhub, 2012, 

Cervinka et al., 2012, MacKerron and Mourato, 2013, Gehl et al., 2006). 

 

Wilson, Thoreau, and Tolstoy shared an opinion that scientific study has arguably now 

proven; that a human-Nature connection is vital, beneficial and innate.  There are genuine 

opportunities for a human-Nature link to benefit a modern world therefore this link should be 

nurtured.  However, as the global demographical transition from rural population to urban 

population shows no signs of slowing, an increasing portion of the world’s population has 

lost or faces losing this connection with the natural environment; the world’s global urban 

population already exceeds 50% and this is due to increase to 70% by 2050 (W.H.O., 2012).  

Living in urban areas has been linked to so many of the problems that it has previously been 

shown that Nature assists; stress, depression, mood disorders and anxiety (Srivastava, 2009, 

Sengupta and Benjamin, 2015, Benedictus, 2014, Adli, 2011).   As populations shift and 

cities grow, it becomes increasingly difficult to connect people with true Nature, or 

wilderness.  However, there is scientific support that even minor interventions of Nature into 

our built environments can be beneficial.  A study focussed in health care architecture 

discovered that a view of a natural environment reduced surgery recovery times (Raanaas et 

al., 2012); while other studies have focussed on the benefits of introducing natural elements 

such as office plants to internal spaces (Brown and Bell, 2007).  There is, therefore, both a 

need and an opportunity for architects and planners to understand how they can design 

buildings and public spaces which nourish humanity’s seemingly biological need for 

proximity to Nature. 

 

Arcology and Arcosanti 

 

Arcology - ARChitecture + ecOLOGY - is a concept developed by architect Paolo Soleri 

(1919 – 2013), as the antithesis to the development of most modern US cities, where reliance 

on vehicular transport generates massive urban sprawl and decentralisation away from the 

city centre to never ending suburbs.  Soleri stated that these suburbs not only obliterated the 

ecology of the land they spread over, but that they also obliterated human connections and the 

ability for personal and collective growth.  Where Wilson believed separation from Nature 

was detrimental to human development, Soleri believed separation from each other to be 

damaging to humankind.  He proposed an alternative to this kind of living: an arcology would 

be a compact city, bringing people and services back to a centralised location, while the city 

would be tightly restricted in terms of horizontal growth thus leaving the surrounding natural 

environment untouched and in a state of wilderness. (Soleri, 1969, Soleri et al., 2011)  In 

addition to providing a model for energy and resource efficiency, Soleri emphasised the 

potential for arcologies to provide an alternative model of urban living, existing on the 

boundary between built and natural; “The structure of the habitat is intentionally putting 

nature at our fingertips” (Soleri, 1993); a point expanded upon by Grierson; “the drawing 

together of diverse city functions into mixed use, self-contained arcologies would encourage 

cultural intensification and social integration within their boundaries, while freeing up the 

surrounding hinterland to remain natural.” (Grierson, 2003)  In 1970, Soleri and a group of 

his students formed the Cosanti Foundation and began construction of Arcosanti, a new city 

presented as an “urban laboratory” and prototype arcology located in the high Sonoran desert 

of Arizona, USA.  Arcosanti aims to explore high density, mixed use design built on a 

pedestrian scale, while leaving hundreds of acres of surrounding land as natural environment, 



 

 

allowing its residents to be both “city and country dwellers” (Soleri, 1993); Fig.1 shows a 

panorama of the Arcosanti site, and some of the social spaces within.  At Arcosanti, the 

“punch” between city and natural is immediate, not gradual or tempered as in traditional 

urban environments (Soleri, 1993); a person can be in untouched natural environment 

moments after leaving the density of the city.  Soleri devoted his attention to the 

technological, architectural and infrastructural elements of an Arcology, and he repeatedly 

stated that he could not, and would not, predict the social dynamic:  “What the project wants 

to avoid is planning the lives of its residents.  They are offered a specific grid of 

environmental resources (the instrument) within which to act and play out their lives (the 

music).” (Soleri, 1993) 

 

 
Figure 1 Images of Arcosanti (all taken by Karen Munro) 

Soleri believed that the social identity of an arcology would and should develop naturally, 

and the continued construction of Arcosanti now gives an opportunity for the social outcomes 

to be investigated.  This work particularly focusses on the effect the unique proximity to the 

natural environment, namely through a visual connection, has on the social interactions 



 

 

observed at Arcosanti.  Writings in Romanticism describe time in Nature as peaceful, 

calming, introspective; can it be witnessed at Arcosanti, then, that a strong visual connection 

with Nature creates spaces which promote privacy and solitude?  Or is it observed that the 

most visually connected to Nature spaces are the most appealing for group social events, a 

place to gather and enjoy together?  It has been suggested that the prevalence of mental 

illness seen in cities is a result of social stress and social isolation (Benedictus, 2014), 

therefore understanding the social influence of a view of Nature from within a built 

environment has clear applicable benefits.  The research work on which this paper is based 

has developed a methodology to quantify a built space’s visual relationship to the natural 

environment, which has been used alongside Space Syntax analysis and Behavioural 

Observations in social spaces at Arcosanti to determine whether a visual connection to the 

natural environment has a significant effect on social interactions, comparative to spatial 

connectivity.  The paper will briefly describe the development of this Space/Nature Syntax 

methodology, before summarising the findings of its application on 15 social spaces at 

Arcosanti, and how it could be used to inform future design at both Arcosanti and further 

afield. 

 

Development of Method For the purpose of this study, a space is classed as a social 

space and analysed in the research if it is an interior or exterior space available for use by 

Arcosanti residents at any time of the day or night.  There were 15 such spaces identified 

which were then analysed according to the methodology to be described.  A full description 

of the development of the Space/Nature Syntax methodology has been accepted for 

publication in Open House International, Vol. 41, No.4, in December 2016. (Munro and 

Grierson, 2016)  

 

Space Syntax 

 

Space Syntax is a theory developed by Bill Hiller and Julienne Hanson for analysing spatial 

configurations and giving statistical value to spaces within buildings and cities, facilitating 

analysis and planning  (Hillier et al., 1976, Hillier and Hanson, 1984, Hillier, 1999, Hillier, 

2007, Jeong and Ban, 2011)  Space Syntax is used to determine areas within individual 

buildings or the wider urban environment which have the potential for high social interaction 

(Campos and Fong, 2003) and has therefore been used in this study to analyse the social 

spaces at Arcosanti to determine which, at least according to spatial analysis, should be the 

most and least dynamic.   

 

A brief description of the terms and equations associated with Space Syntax which will be 

used in this paper are as follows: 

 

 N  =  the number of spaces in a System (Arcosanti) 

 Depth (D) – the number of spaces between two spaces.  A new Depth is reached when 

a threshold is crossed. 

 Total Depth (TD) - the sum of all spaces at all Depths 

 Mean Depth (MD) – the average Depth from the Root Space to all other spaces in the 

System. 

MD =  TD
N − 1⁄  

 Connectivity (C) – a measure of the number of immediate spaces adjoining the Root 

Space.  

C =  1
No. of spaces at Depth 1⁄  



 

 

 Relative Asymmetry (RA) – a measure of Integration for Systems of comparable size; 

values are between 0 and 1, where 0 is a strongly integrated space and 1 is a weakly 

integrated space. 

RA =
2 (MD − 1)

N − 2⁄  

 Real Relative Asymmetry (RRA) – a measure of Integration for Systems of drastically 

different sizes.  As with the RA, the lower the RRA value, the more accessible a space 

is; 0.4 to 0.6 is considered to indicate strong integration.  (Bafna, 2003, Hillier and 

Hanson, 1984)   

RRA =  RA
Dk

⁄  

 Dk – average RA of a System of a particular size 

 Integration Value (IV) – the inverse of the RRA; therefore the higher the IV, the more 

Integrated the space is and more likely to be a lively space. 

IV =  1
RRA⁄  

 

(Hillier and Hanson, 1984, Klarqvist, 1993, Jeong and Ban, 2011, Bafna, 2003) 

 

 

Nature Syntax 

 

The Nature Syntax method is being developed through this research work.  Nature Syntax 

analysis produces a value named the Visibility of Nature (VN) value, which is between 0 and 

1, where 0 is no visual connection to Nature and 1 is complete, 360° visual connection to 

Nature.  The VN value represents the ratio of the visibility of the natural environment out of 

the total external visibility from that space and can be calculated by the equation: 

𝑉𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑜𝑓 𝑁𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 (𝑉𝑁) =  
(𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑥 𝑁𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑙𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑉𝑖𝑒𝑤)

100
 

 

Permeability 

Permeability in the context of this work refers to the area of façade and ceiling of a space 

which is either open (e.g. an archway) or transparent (e.g. a window or skylight) – any 

opening through which the environment external to the space is visible.  A Permeability value 

between 0 and 1 was calculated for each social space, where 0 is a social space which is 

completely visually enclosed to its external environment, while 1 is a social space which is 

completely visually open to its external environment. 

 

𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 =
(

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝑆𝑢𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒 𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑆𝑢𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒 𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎

)

100
  

 

Naturalness of View 

 

A land cover site plan of Arcosanti was created which assigned land cover types according to 

the U.S. Geological Survey Land Cover Institute National Land Cover Database (NLCD) 

2006, which documents land cover type according to well defined criteria, covering wide 

variants in both built and natural land cover (US Department of the Interior and US 

Geological Survey, 2015, Anderson et al., 1976).  There were four categories for “Built” land 



 

 

cover, defined by the percentage of coverage which is constructed materials, and one for 

“Natural”, with values from 0 to 1 being assigned to each category.  As “Natural” land 

coverage was the focus of the study, this category was given a value of 1, with “Developed, 

High Intensity” receiving a value of 0, and the intermediate classifications given values in 

intervals of 0.25.  Fig.2a shows the land cover plan produced when applying these criteria to 

the current Arcosanti site, while fig.2b shows how each criteria translates to a Naturalness of 

View value 

 

 
Figure 2 (a) NCLD Phase I Arcosanti Plan and (b) Adapted NCLD Legend 

In order to determine the Naturalness of View from each space, field of vision studies were 

carried out in both plan and section for each of the 15 social spaces.  The foveal and 

peripheral fields of vision (based on (Gehl et al., 2006)) from a centre point in the space were 

drawn for each direction and overlaid onto the Arcosanti land cover site plan.  The type of 

land cover which was predominantly covered by the foveal vision was taken to be the type of 

land cover most visible for that direction, and the associated value between 0 and 1 was 

documented.  This process was then repeated in section for each space and direction to take 

into account the three-dimensionality of both the structures and Arcosanti site, and confirm 

the results found on plan.  Finally, the values documented were confirmed visually at the 

Arcosanti site by the researcher.  The final value for Naturalness of View for each space is 

the sum of the value for the five directions, divided by 5. 

 

The Permeability and Naturalness of View figures for each space were then used to find the 

Visibility of Nature value using the previously stated formula. 

 

Behavioural Observations 

 



 

 

A Behavioural Observation method was developed through background research into the 

observational methods commonly used in environmental psychology (Thwaites, 2007, 

Goličnik and Ward Thompson, 2010, Costa, 2011, Gehl, 2011, Gehl, 1987, Gehl, 2010, Liu 

and Sibley, 2004, Moirongo, 2002, Simpson, 2011, Zhang and Lawson, 2009).  A total of 107 

observations were carried out on site at Arcosanti over a 3 month period, with the following 

behaviours being noted:  

 Type of Space Use 

o “Active” – space being directly used for an activity; space is the end 

destination. 

o “Inactive” – space being used inactively; as a through route to elsewhere. 

 Level of Planning 

o “Planned” – a predetermined activity taking place at an agreed time e.g. an 

arranged event; a work task; a meeting; a guided tour group. 

o “Unplanned” – a spontaneous activity undertaken e.g. a social interaction; 

informal/impromptu meeting; non-essential use as through route. 

 Visual Interaction with Natural Environment  

o A user observed displaying behaviour which facilitates a visual interaction 

with environment e.g. looking out window; positioning body towards natural 

environment; pointing; drawing; photographing. 

 

Correlation Analysis 

 

Finally, using statistically software MiniTab, correlations were calculated between the results 

of the Space Syntax, Nature Syntax and Behavioural Observation studies which allowed an 

initial understanding of where the data is suggesting relationships between the variants.   

 

Limitations 

 

The methodology which has been introduced is the result of research work drawing together 

existing methods in a novel way; therefore, as with any research of this kind, there remains 

areas which could be further developed. 

 

As a methodology which at its core seeks to explore the link between a sensory experience of 

Nature and social interaction, the research is limited by its focus on solely visual 

connectivity.  This focus was selected as it is the most established in previous sense-

environment studies, however future work should also explore the effects of senses such as 

sound and smell to fully understand the sensory experience created by proximity to Nature, 

and the resulting effect on social interactions. 

 

Similar to this, the method in its current format lacks qualitative data on the 

psychological/emotional effect of proximity to Nature; the quantitative data gathered may 

suggest links between spatial connectivity, connection to Nature, and social interactions, but 

only a qualitative study which focussed on the thoughts and feelings of the spaces’ users 

would confirm a cause-and-effect relationship between these factors. 

 

Finally, repeat applications of the methodology at sites other than Arcosanti would enhance 

the connections found and further develop the Space/Nature Syntax methodology. 

 

Results The research work applied Space/Nature Syntax to 3 stages of construction at 

Arcosanti in order to display the applicability of the method as both an analysis and design 



 

 

tool.  The left of fig.3 shows the Arcosanti site as currently constructed; the right of fig.3 

shows the planned construction for Phase II (blue) and Phase III (orange). 

 

 Phase I – Arcosanti site as currently built; Space Syntax, Nature Syntax and 

Behavioural Observations were carried out based on existing conditions. 

 

 Phase II – Short term construction; Space Syntax and Nature Syntax was recalculated, 

to the closest possible accuracy, for the Arcosanti site following the realisation of the 

Cosanti Foundation’s immediate construction goals.  This involves the completion of 

the third floor of an existing building; the construction of one new building; and the 

installation of a permanent canopy above a currently open social space.  It also creates 

a new social space to be analysed.  Using the values for Behaviour observed in Phase 

I, and the correlations which suggested a statistically significant relationship, 

Projected Usage figures for each of the existing social spaces were calculated, 

providing a suggestion of how the completion of the short term construction goals 

could alter how the existing social spaces would be used 

 

 Phase III – Long term construction; based on a planned phase in Arcosanti’s 

construction named “Critical Mass” which would see the construction of a number of 

new buildings, of which all except one would be located south of the existing 

construction, along with an expansive greenhouse system. As with Phase II, the Space 

Syntax and Nature Syntax process was repeated for each of the existing social spaces, 

to the closest possible accuracy, before Projected Usages figures were suggested.    

 

 
Figure 3 Phases I, II and III Site Plan 

The changes to spatial connectivity and visibility of Nature of the existing spaces were 

possible to calculate with reasonable accuracy as the Cosanti Foundation’s construction plans 

for both Phases II and III were developed enough to allow this.  The plans were not, however, 

detailed enough for any new social spaces to be considered with the exception of the one 

discussed in Phase II: predominantly as there is little to no available information on the 

intended function of each new space.  Therefore, it is essential to acknowledge that where the 

construction of a new building may alter the spatial connectivity or visibility of Nature of an 

existing space, it could certainly do so while providing a new social space with an equivalent 

spatial or visual connection.   

 

Phase I 



 

 

 
Figure 4 Phase I RRA Results 

The table in fig.4 shows the results of the complete Space Syntax analysis, with the 15 social 

spaces ordered from lowest to highest RRA; in other words, most to least spatially connected.  

In Phase I the social space on the Arcosanti site with the lowest RRA, and therefore the 

highest spatial connectivity, was the Vaults at 0.7523, while the highest RRA returned and 

therefore least spatially connected was the Office at 1.5707.  Fig. 5 displays the VN values 

for each social space for Phase I, ordered from highest VN to lowest. The social space with 

the highest VN value, and thus highest visual connection to Nature, was the East Crescent 

Roof with a value of 0.69, while both the Community Room and the Library/Rec Room had 

VN values of 0.  The initial analysis of Phase I took these 5 spaces, as the extremes of the 

results, and examined how they were observed being used in the Behavioural studies.  Fig.6 

shows the results of these observations, in both actual numbers of each activity in each space, 

and the percentage share of each activity in each space over all observations. 

 
Figure 5 Phase I VN Results 



 

 

As expected, the East Crescent Roof was the social space where most people were observed 

displaying a Visual Interaction with the Natural Environment, with 84% of all such 

interaction observed occurring in this space.  The Community Room and Library/Rec Room 

both had 0% of Visual Interaction with Natural Environment, again expected as they have no 

visual relationship to Nature.  The East Crescent Roof was observed to have been generally 

used more regularly than the Community Room and Library/Rec Room, with 18.7% of Total 

People over all observations, compared to 8.1% and 0.8%.   

An interesting outcome from the observational data is that the East Crescent Roof 

experienced a contrasting type of social interactions from both the Community Room and the 

Library/Rec Room.  The East Crescent Roof saw 23.7% of total Active use but 0% of 

Inactive, compared to the Community Room which only saw 4.8% of Active Use, but 20.1% 

of Inactive use.  These differences were less significant for the Library/Rec Room, but were 

still greater for Inactive (1.6%) than Active (0.6%).  Additionally, the East Crescent Roof was 

the location for a higher percentage of all Planned Use at 22.8% when compared to 

Unplanned Use at 2.8%, again contrasting with the Community Room which had only 4.8% 

of Planned Use, but 20.6% of Unplanned Use, and the Library/Rec Room which saw 0% of 

Planned Use but 3.9% of Unplanned Use. This would seem to suggest that a space which has 

a high visual connection to Nature is more likely to see Active, Planned use, while a low 

visual connection to Nature promotes Inactive, Unplanned use.

Figure 6 Phase I Behavioural Observation Results 

The Behavioural Observations show that the differences in activity between the Vaults and 

the Office, the most and least spatially connected spaces, were not hugely significant when 

compared with the differences for the highest and lowest values of the VN value; the Vaults 

had a 7.9% share of Total People, while the Office’s share was 5%.  These slight differences 

are consistent throughout all categories of activity observed in the Observation studies.  The 

Vaults has only marginally more a percentage of Total Active Use than the Office (7.2% 

compared with 4.7%); Total Inactive Use (10.9% to 6%); Planned Use (7.8% to 5.7%); and 

Unplanned Use (8.3% to 2.2%). 

 



 

 

 
Figure 7 Phase I Correlation Matrix 

The discussions of individual spaces suggests a relationship between visibility of a natural 

environment and social interactions and also suggest that, at Arcosanti, the spatial integration 

of a space does not influence its social interactions as much as one might expect.  The spaces 

which result at extremes of the Space Syntax analysis do not have as significant a distinction 

in any type of social interaction as those which are at the extremes of the Nature Syntax 

results, suggesting that the visibility of Nature from a social space has a more significant 

influence on the social interaction within that space.  While this chapter discusses only 5 of 

15 spaces, these initial findings seem to be somewhat supported by the correlations produced 

for all Observations in the study.  Fig. 7 shows statistically significant correlations 

established, including those between RRA value, and Inactive Use and Unplanned Use, 

supporting the patterns seen in the discussion.  The discussion also suggested relationships 

between VN value and Active Use and Planned Use, but these correlate less significantly 

than the discussion of individual spaces implied.  Overall, the discussion of individual spaces 

and the correlation data seems to support the finding that the RRA is influential in 

determining different type of social interaction, but the VN value’s influence needs further 

clarification. 

Application This section will demonstrate how the methodology outlined in the previous 

section can be used to calculate how future construction at the Arcosanti site would alter 

RRA and VN values, and how these altered values in turn could influence changes in the 

social interactions experienced in each of the existing social spaces. 

 

Calculated Changes in RRA and VN 

 

In Phase II the East Crescent Roof would be constructed on, with new studio apartments 

replacing the existing social space.  The empty “keystone” lot adjacent to the East Crescent 

Roof would have an indoor theatre constructed, which would create a number of new spaces 



 

 

including a new social space, which has been named the Keystone Courtyard and has been 

included in the Phase II analysis.  The Keystone Theatre also removes a potential route across 

the Arcosanti site. 

 

 
Figure 8 Phase II RRA Results 

The table in fig. 8 shows the recalculated RRA values following Phase II construction, and 

highlights new spaces created and existing spaces lost.  As seen in fig. 8, the new 

construction would alter very little about the spatial connectivity across the Arcosanti site, 

with the Vaults and Office remaining most and least spatially connected respectively.  The 

Keystone Courtyard would now be the 3
rd

 most connected social space while the East 

Crescent Roof’s connectivity improves slightly although it is now no longer a social space 

but an access corridor for the new studio apartments. 

 
Figure 9 Phase II VN Results 



 

 

Again, the table in fig. 9 shows the recalculated values and changes to spaces following 

Phase II construction, this time for the VN values.  The VN values for Phase II change much 

more significantly than the RRA values.  The East Crescent Roof was previously the social 

space with the highest visual connection to Nature; Phase II construction now reduces its VN 

value from 0.69 to 0.00, with the Vaults Roof replacing it as the space with the highest VN.  

Additionally, the construction of a permanent canopy above the Amphitheatre eliminates any 

visibility of the sky from the Amphitheatre’s two social spaces, reducing both their VN 

values to 0.00.  The Keystone Courtyard was also calculated as having a VN value of 0.00. 

 
Figure 10 Phase III RRA Results 

The changes in spatial connectivity by Phase III are much more significant than in Phase II; 

the changes in RRA can be seen in fig. 10.  As a whole, the spatial connectivity of the 

Arcosanti site considerably improves, with the average RRA calculated at 0.8567, and the 

most connected space returning an RRA of 0.5032, a value in the range which is described as 

a very strong connection.  The social space which would be most connected in Phase III is 

Ceramics, while the Classroom becomes the least connected, at 1.1796.  The Vaults, 

previously the most spatially connected space in both Phases I and II, is now approximately 

mid table with an RRA of 0.7531.   

 



 

 

 
Figure 11 Phase III VN Results 

The Phase III construction alters the VN value most significantly for the Music Centre as 

seen in the results table in fig. 11, completely eliminating any visual relationship with the 

natural environment, from a VN value of 0.04.  The Vaults Roof remains the social space 

with the highest visibility of Nature with its VN value remaining 0.50.  By Phase III, 7 of the 

16 existing social spaces would have no visual relationship with the natural environment at 

all.  The majority of Phase III construction is planned for the South slope of the Arcosanti 

site, a fact reflected in the significant decrease in average Naturalness of View figures for the 

South facing views; this average was 0.5 in Phase I and is 0.1 by Phase III. 

 

Projected Changes in Social Interactions 

 

Using the statistically significant correlations produced by the analysis of Phase I, potential 

figures for the different types of social interaction for Phases II and III could be projected 

based on the recalculated space and Nature Syntax values for the 15 existing social spaces.  

To ensure accurate comparisons, the correlation equations were first applied to the original 

Space and Nature Syntax values calculated in Phase I to produce hypothetical values for each 

type of social interaction, thus ensuring the only variants were the new RRA and VN values.  

The changes in the percentage of each type of social interaction, for each social space and 

across each Phase, were then calculated showing how alterations in RRA and VN could 

affect social interaction in the social spaces. 

 

The graph in fig. 12 shows the largest projected decrease in Total People between Phase I and 

Phase II was seen for the Amphitheatre Seating and Amphitheatre Stage where reductions of 

2.4% and 1.5% share of activity were projected, respectively.  The largest projected increase 

in Total People was projected for Ceramics, where a 0.8% increase between Phases II and III 

offsets a 0.5% decrease in the previous Phase to produce an overall increase of 0.3%.  The 

Vaults would also see a significant decrease in share of Total People as it becomes a less 

connected space, with decreases in each Phase resulting in an overall decrease of 1.5%. 

 



 

 

 
Figure 12 % Change in Total People from Phase I to Phase III 

There was a 10% and 5% decrease in the percentage of Visual Interaction with the Natural 

Environment projected in the Amphitheatre Seating and Amphitheatre Stage spaces by Phase 

II, again due to the removal of any visibility of Nature; fig. 13 shows the projected changes in 

this activity type.  The elimination of the East Crescent Roof as a key space for experiencing 

a visual relationship with Nature is reflected in the increase in share of Visual Interaction 

with the Natural Environment for the remaining spaces with a high VN value; the Vaults 

Roof (+5%), Sky Theatre (+4.5%), and Roof Patio (+2.5%)  

 
Figure 13 % Change in Visual Interaction with the Natural Environment from Phase I to Phase III 

Projected changes for the different types of interaction can also be calculated.  Fig. 14 shows 

how Active and Inactive Use in the 15 social spaces could alter, while fig. 15 shows projected 

alterations in Planned and Unplanned Use.  The correlation between RRA, IV and C, and 



 

 

Inactive Use produces a significant change in % share for Ceramics as it becomes the most 

spatially connected space, increasing by 4% between Phase II and III.  The Vaults, which had 

the highest RRA in Phases I and II but fell to mid-table by Phase III, could see its % share of 

Inactive Use reduced by 5% between Phases II and III, and 7% from Phase I to Phase III. 

 

 
Figure 14 % Change in Active and Inactive Use for Phase I to Phase III 

Similar projected changes in % share could also be seen for Unplanned Use which was 

correlated significantly with measures of spatial connectivity, where the Vaults could see a 

reduction of nearly 5% between Phases I and III as it moves down the spatial connectivity 

table.  Ceramics, although reducing 1% between Phases I and II, could see an overall increase 

of 3% share between Phase I and III as it becomes the most connected space. 

 

 
Figure 15 % Change in Planned and Unplanned Use for Phase I to Phase III 

Conclusion Discussion of individual spaces at Arcosanti during Phase I seem to support 

the supposition that visibility of Nature, in addition to spatial connectivity, has a significant 

role in influencing how social interactions occur, and that the two measures may each inform 

different types of social interactions.  The correlations produced from this data, however, 

don’t support this as strongly; although RRA is significantly correlated with Inactive and 

Unplanned Use, VN is correlated only with Visual Interaction with the Natural Environment.  

Future work will therefore be focussed on an additional visit to the Arcosanti site for the 

purpose of additional Behavioural Observations, in order to produce more data to further 

enhance the statistical relationship between spatial connectivity, visibility of Nature and 

social interactions. 

 

It is important to note and continuously consider that correlation studies do not show cause 

and effect, merely the existence of a statistically relationship.  Thus it cannot be categorically 

said that, for example, an increase in spatial connectivity definitely causes an increase in 

Inactive Use; only that a relationship exists between them.  It is therefore prudent that the 

research work continues to progress this consideration by supporting the statistical 



 

 

correlations with qualitative evidence that spatial connectivity and visibility of Nature affect 

how people interact socially in these spaces at Arcosanti.  Initial work has been undertaken to 

develop a method to do this, focussing around questionnaires using established environmental 

psychology methods of assessing the emotional connection between humans and Nature.  

This questionnaire could be distributed to residents and visitors to Arcosanti, and trialled 

alongside further collections of Behavioural Observations on site at Arcosanti. 

 

This paper has briefly demonstrated how the Space/Nature Syntax methodology could be 

used as an analysis tool when informing future design at the Arcosanti site specifically. 

Nevertheless, the process described here is one which is repeatable, and importantly, scalable 

to both individual buildings or entire sections of cities, therefore even in its current 

rudimentary state it has potential for application as a design and analysis tool within existing 

and planned urban social spaces.  It must again be stressed that this paper represents a first 

step towards a fully developed Space/Nature Syntax, and the potentials for future research 

building on this work cover many academic disciplines.  Within the field of architecture and 

urban design, repeated application of the methodology in different sites, in different cities, 

will both test and validate the overall applicability of the methodology.  Arcosanti is unique 

in that it is a dense, populated structure closely surrounded by pure untouched Nature; urban 

settlements across the world do not generally have this clear a boundary between built and 

natural.  However, the method proposed here for assigning Naturalness of View accounts for 

this; urban greenery in the form of parks, roof top gardens, street lined trees or even green 

walls could all be categorised and assessed using this method.  The academic development of 

the Space/Nature Syntax is not limited to design based subjects; as mentioned previously, 

there is a real need for a qualitative evidence to support the quantitative presented here.  

Therefore there are opportunities for disciplines such as sociology and environmental 

psychology to build upon the foundations set out within this paper and understand how this 

statistical approach translates to in-depth human behaviour and thinking.  Finally, there could 

be academic applications of the Space/Nature Syntax in the field of mathematics and 

statistics; the statistical analysis carried out in this paper is basic, and the data gathered here 

and in subsequent applications of the method could be explored in greater depth with more 

advanced statistical knowledge. 

 

The research work on which this paper is based is addressing an intersection between built 

environment, natural environment, and social interaction which will be all the more relevant 

as urbanisation continues.  Increasingly people are migrating to the city in search of its 

potential social, economic and cultural benefits, but are sacrificing a generally accepted 

innate need for connection with Nature and potentially placing themselves at higher risk of 

the mental health illnesses associated with both city living and withdrawal from Nature.  A 

truly interdisciplinary methodology, the Space/Nature Syntax considers how to maximise the 

benefits of both Nature and social space within an urban environment, and could prove to be 

an important research, design and analysis tool for cities in the future.   
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